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Phone lines are muted to minimize background noise.
Phone lines are muted to minimize background noise.

To speak during the webinar, unmute your line and then dial *7. When you’re done dial *6 to mute your phone.
WEBINAR AGENDA

- Welcome
- Introduction to Webinar Series
- State and Program Presentations
- Questions
What is the “Promising Practices in Program Management and Data Use” webinar series?

- Part of the NRS project’s ongoing effort to help states and programs improve their use of data for program improvement.
- Each webinar will center on a specific strategy using data for program improvement.
- Hear from states that have successfully implemented the strategy:
  - Find out what they have done
  - What the data says
Data Use in the Classroom: Brittany’s Perspective

Academy of Hope
Washington, DC

Dial *7 to unmute.
Dial *6 to mute.
Data Use in the Classroom: Sherry’s Perspective

Rhode Island Family Literacy Initiative
Providence, RI

Dial *7 to unmute.
Dial *6 to mute.
Data Use in the Classroom: Cheryl’ and Adrienne’s Perspective

Washington Literacy Council
Washington, DC

Dial *7 to unmute.
Dial *6 to mute.
QUESTIONS?

COMMENTS?
Thank You!

Please join us for the next webinar.